
call for 
artists

3rd Annual

On Saturday, November 9, 2013, the Joseph C. Monastra Foundation for 
Pancreatic Cancer Research will host its 3rd Annual ArtCAN, in Atlanta, Georgia 
at Atlanta Ballet’s Michael C. Carlos Dance Centre in an unprecedented 
collaboration with Atlanta Ballet, The Atlanta Opera, The Atlanta Symphony 
Orchestra and Alliance Theatre at the Woodruff Arts Center.

ArtCAN is a unique and original  
fundraising event that features a fine  
art auction and incredible performances  
from exclusively selected artists from around the world who are 
either a cancer survivor or whose life has been affected by cancer 
due to a loved one being diagnosed with cancer.

If you are a visual or performing artist and have been affected 
closely by cancer, we are encouraging you to submit your artistic 
work for consideration to be selected as a featured artist for the  
3rd Annual ArtCAN fundraiser.



What does ArtCAN support?
The Joseph C. Monastra (JCM) Foundation for Pancreatic Cancer Research was established in 2002 in honor  
of the father and husband who passed away only four weeks after being diagnosed with pancreatic cancer.  
The JCM Foundation supports the leading pancreatic cancer research at Johns Hopkins Medical Institutions 
(JHMI) and Emory University School of Medicine.

Who is on the deciding panels?
Visual Arts Curatorial Panel: Jerry Cullum, accomplished art critic; Timothy Tew, respected  gallery 
owner of TEW Contemporary  Fine Art  Gallery; Alan Avery, leading contemporary fine art gallery owner of 
Alan Avery Art Company and former ballet dancer; and Hope Cohn, admired art curator and member of the 
board of directors of the Woodruff Arts Center. 
Performing Arts Curatorial Panel: Juan Ramirez, violinist, composer, conductor and founder of Atlanta 
Virtuosi Foundation and holds a permanent position with the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra; Armando Luna, 
principal teacher at Atlanta Ballet with a 25-year professional dance career; DayRon Miles, representative from 
Alliance Theater at the Woodruff Art Center and a representative from Atlanta Opera. 

Who can submit? 
ArtCAN, is a fund raising event featuring works from acclaimed visual and performing artists who are  
cancer survivors or who have had their lives affected by cancer. If you are a visual artist, dancer, musician  
actor or vocalist who has been affected closely by cancer, we are encouraging you to submit for consideration 
to be a featured ArtCAN artist.

How to submit: 
Go to www.jcm-ArtCAN.org/artists/. Specific artists categories will direct you to find the appropriate 
on-line submission forms. 

What the selected artists will receive:
•  Featured profile page on the ArtCAN website, consisting of artist profile picture, artist statement and bio of 
 how you have been affected by cancer, 2-4 images of work, video (as required for all performing artists), 
 and direct link from the ArtCAN website to the artists’ website or preferred site.
•  Each artist will be promoted through a comprehensive social media campaign via Facebook, Twitter, 
 Pinterest and YouTube, and on all press releases.
•  Two complimentary tickets to the 3rd Annual ArtCAN.
• Option to choose donation level: 100%, 80%, or 60% of the proceeds of each piece of fine art sold at auction.
Visual Artists are requested to submit a body of available artwork to be reviewed by the esteemed Visual Arts 
Curatorial Panel. If selected to be one of the exclusive visual artists featured in this prestigious auction, all of 
your submitted pieces may be approved by the curatorial panel. The artist will then have the choice of deciding 
how many of the approved pieces to donate to the auction.
Performing Artists are requested to submit a short two to three minute video performance to be reviewed  
by the acclaimed Performing Arts Curatorial Panel. If chosen to be one of the featured performing artists  
you may be asked to perform the submitted piece the evening of the event.

When to submit
ArtCAN “Call for Artists” is officially open. The deadline for submissions is September 5, 2013.  
Announcement for selected artists will be late September 2013.

ArtCAN benefits  the Joseph C. Monastra Foundation for Pancreatic Cancer Research

For more information on artists submissions contact ArtCAN Chair Pamela Monastra 
404-391-2169  or SupportTheCause@jcm-ArtCAN.org  
www.jcm-ArtCAN.org


